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ABSTRACT 

  
Classical logic has a serious limitation in that it cannot cope with the issues of vagueness and uncertainty 

into which fall most modes of human reasoning.   In order to provide a foundation    for human knowledge 

representation and reasoning in the presence of vagueness, imprecision, and uncertainty, fuzzy logic 

should have the ability to deal with linguistic hedges, which play a very important role in the modification 

of fuzzy predicates. In this paper, we extend fuzzy logic in narrow sense with graded syntax, introduced by 

Nova´k et al., with many hedge connectives.  In one case, each hedge does not have any dual one. In the 

other case, each hedge can have its own dual one. The resulting logics are shown to also have the Pavelka-

style completeness. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Extending logical systems of mathematical fuzzy logic (MFL) with hedges is axiomatized by  

H´ajek  [1],  Vychodil  [2],  Esteva  et  al.   [3],  among  others.   Hedges  are  called  truth- 

stressing or truth-depressing if they, respectively, strengthen or weaken the meaning of     the  

applied  proposition.    Intuitively,   on  a  chain  of  truth  values,   the  truth  function  of    a 

truth-depressing (resp., truth-stressing) hedge (connective) is a superdiagonal (resp., subdiagonal) 

non-decreasing function preserving 0 and 1.  In [1, 2, 3],  logical systems of    MFL  are  extended  

by  a  truth-stressing hedge  and/or  a truth-depressing one. 

 

Nevertheless, in the real world, humans often use many hedges, e.g., very, highly, rather,    

and slightly, simultaneously to express different levels of emphasis.  Furthermore, a 

hedge   may or may not have a dual one, e.g., slightly  (resp., rather ) can be seen as a 

dual hedge      of very (resp., highly ). Therefore, in [4, 5], Le et al. propose two 

axiomatizations  for propositional  logical  systems  of  MFL  with  many  hedges.   In  

the  axiomatization  in  [5], each hedge does not have  any dual one whereas in the 

axiomatization in [4], each hedge        can have  its own  dual one.  In [5, 6],  logical 

systems with many hedges for representing      and reasoning with linguistically-

expressed human knowledge are also  proposed.  Also, first-order logical systems of 

MFL are extended with many (dual) hedges in [7]. 
 

Fuzzy  logic  in  narrow  sense  with  graded  syntax  (FLn)  is  introduced  by  Novák  et  al.  

in  [8]. In FLn, both syntax and semantics are evaluated by degrees. The graded 

approach to syntax can be seen as an elegant and natural generalization of classical 
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logic for inference under vagueness since it allows one to explicitly represent and 

reason with partial truth,   i.e., proving partially true conclusions from partially true 

premises, and it enjoys the Pavelka-style completeness. In this paper, we extend FLn 

with many hedges in order to provide a foundation for human knowledge 

representation and reasoning in the presence of vagueness since linguistic hedges are 

very often used by humans and play a very important role in the modification of 

fuzzy predicates. FLn is extended in two cases: (i) each hedge does not have a dual 

one, and (ii) each hedge can have its own dual one.  We  show that    the resulting 

logics also have the Pavelka-style completeness. 

 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.  Section 2 gives an overview of 

notions   and results of FLn.  Section 3 presents two  extensions of FLn with many 

hedges.  In one      case,  each hedge does not have  any dual one,  and in the other,  each 

hedge can have  its      own dual one. The resulting logics are also shown to have the 

Pavelka-style completeness. Section 4 concludes the  paper. 

 

2. FUZZY LOGIC IN NARROW SENSE 

 

FLn [8] is truth functional. A compound formula is built from its constituents using alogical 

connective. The truth value of a compound formula is a function of the truthvalues of its 

constituents. The function is called the truth function of the connective. 
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3. FUZZY LOGIC IN NARROW SENSE WITH HEDGES 
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In order to provide a foundation for a computational approach to human reasoning in the presence 

of vagueness, imprecision, and uncertainty, fuzzy logic should have the ability to deal with 

linguistic hedges, which play a very important role in the modi_cation of fuzzy predicates. 

Therefore, in this section, we will extend FLn with hedges connectives in order to model human 

knowledge and reasoning. In addition to extending the language and the de_nition of formulae, 

new logical axioms characterizing properties of the new connectives are added. One of the most 

important properties should be preservation of the logical equivalence. 
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3.2. FLN WITH MANY DUAL HEDGES 

 

It can be observed that each hedge can have a dual one, e.g., slightly and rather can be seen as a 

dual hedge of very and highly, respectively. Thus, there might be axioms expressing dual 

relations of hedges in addition to axioms expressing their comparative truth modi_cation strength. 

In this subsection, FLn is extended with many dual hedges, in which each hedge has its own dual 

one. 

 

De_nition 10 (FLn with many dual hedges) On the syntactic aspect, FLn is extended as follows 

(where n is a positive integer): 
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It can be seen that in a case when we want to extend the above logic with one truth-stressing 

(resp., truth-depressing) hedge without a dual one, we only need to add axioms expressing its 

relations to the existing truth-stressing (resp., truth-depressing) hedges ac-cording to their 

comparative truth modification strength. 

 

4. CONCLUSION 
 

In this paper, we extend fuzzy logic in narrow sense with many hedge connectives in order to 

provide a foundation for human knowledge representation and reasoning. In fuzzy logic in narrow 

sense, both syntax and semantics are evaluated by degrees in [0,1]. The graded approach to 

syntax can be seen as an elegant and natural generalization of classical logic for inference under 

vagueness since it allows one to explicitly represent and reason with partial truth, i.e., proving 

partially true conclusions from partially true premises, and it enjoys the Pavelka-style 

completeness. FLn is extended in two cases: (i) each hedge does not have a dual one, and (ii) each 

hedge can have its own dual one. In addition to extending the language and the definition of 

formulae, new logical axioms characterizing properties of the hedge connectives are added. The 

truth function of a truth-depressing (resp., truth-stressing) hedge connective is a superdiagonal 

(resp., subdiagonal) non-decreasing function preserving 0 and 1. The resulting logics are shown 

to have the Pavelka-style completeness. 
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